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This paper develops some properties of simple blocks-block graphs which 
are determined up to isomorphism by the degrees of their vertices. It is first 
shown that if G is a simple block graph on six or more points, then G cannot be 
minimal or critical and must contain a triangl-have girth three. 
Then the most useful necessary conditions for a graph to be simple are 
established; if a graph is simple, it has diameter leas than or equal to three and 
radius less than or equal to two. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Because of the large number of results in graph theory which involve 
the degrees of the vertices, one is led very naturally to attempt to articulate 
in some general way the relation between the degrees of the vertices and 
the structure of a graph. This gives rise to the concept of the degree 
sequence of a graph: If a graph G has vertices x1 ,..., x, where dI = 
degx, > ... > d, = deg x, , then (4 ,..., d,) is said to be the degree 
sequence of G. Conversely, a sequence S is graphical if there is a graph G 
with degree sequence S in which case we say G realizes S, G is a realization 
of S, or G belongs to S. The terminology and notation used in the following 
is that of [l]. 
The study of the relation between a graph and its degree sequence in 
turn leads to a consideration of those sequences which are realized by 
exactly one graph or, to what is the same thing, a consideration of those 
graphs which are determined up to isomorphism by the degrees of their 
vertices. 
DEFINITION. A sequence is simple if it is realized by exactly one graph. 
A graph is simple if it belongs to a simple degree sequence. 
The following is an attempt to understand the structure of simple block 
graphs. For a characterization of simple graphs which are not blocks, 
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see [2]. In Section 2 it is established that for a simple graph G with 
1 VG 1 3 6, G cannot be either a minimal or critical block. On the other 
hand, a simple block G, with 1 VG 1 > 6, must contain a triangle, i.e., 
have girth three. Hence these results say that simple blocks cannot be 
“too thin” and must be “thick’ enough to contain a triangle. In Section 3 
the main results are given. Namely that G simple implies that d(G) < 3 
and rad G < 2. Or a simple graph has diameter less than or equal to three 
and radius less than or equal to two. 
The main tool used in the study of simple graphs is the concept of 
transfer. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a graph and let x, y, U, v be four distinct points of 
VG such that xy, uu E EG but XU, yv $ EG. A transfer t of G is the replace- 
ment of the edges xy and uv by xu and yv. The graph so obtained is denoted 
by tG. 
It is immediate that G and tG realize the same graphical sequence for 
any graph G and transfer t of G. Hence to show that G is not simple, it 
suffices to find a transfer z of G such that tG * G. Much more is true. 
We quote the following results of [2]. 
THEOREM 1.1. If S is a graphical sequence, and S has realizations G 
and H, then there exist a$nite number of transfers t1 ,..., t, such that 
G z t, 0 ... 0 t,H. 
COROLLARY 1.2. A graph G is simple zf and only zf given any transfer t 
of G we have 
tG g G. 
For easy reference we cite the following further results of [2]. 
THEOREM 1.3. A graph is simple if and only zf its complement is. 
THEOREM 1.4 (Havel-Hakimi). For p >, 2, the sequence (4 ,..., d,) is 
graphical zf and only if the set {d, - I,..., ddlfl - 1, dd1+2 ,..., d,} when 
arranged in its natural order is a graphical sequence. 
THEOREM 1.5. A regular graph of degree r on p points is simple zf and 
only if r E (0, 1, p - 2, p - l}. 
THEOREM 1.6. A tree on p points is simple ifand only zfit is a realization 
of a sequence of the form (m, n, l,..., l), where m + n = p. 
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A realization of the p-length (m, n, l,..., 1), where m + it = p, is called 
a Giap Graph and is denoted by [m, n]G. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a graph and e E EG. Then S,G, the subdivision 
graph of G at e, is the graph defined by V(S,G) = r/G V(Z), where 
z $ VG, and E&G) = (EG - {e}) w {xz, yz}, where e = xy. 
THEOREM 1.7. If G is a block, then S,G is simple if and only if G = C, 
or G = K,,p 3 3. 
Finally, we define a OD graph to be a realization of the p + 1 length 
sequence (p, p, 2 ,..., 2). A 8, graph can be constructed from a K,,,-, = 
[ p - 1, l]G (a star graph) by adding a new point which is adjacent to each 
point of K,,,-, . 
We now show the connection between critical and minimal blocks and 
simplicity. 
DEFINITION. Let B be a block. B is a minimal block if given any 
e E EB, B - e is not a block; B is a critical block if, given any x E VG, 
B - x is not a block. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a block, I VG 1 > 4. For any x E VG, x belongs to 
a cycle of length greater than or equal to four. 
Proof. Let x E VG. We have deg x > 2 since G is a block so that there 
exist x1 , xg E VG with xx1 , xx2 E EG. Since x is not a cut point, there is 
a path in G from x1 to x2 not using x. If such a path has more than one 
edge, the desired cycle has been found. Suppose the edge x,x, is the only 
such path. Since ) VG 1 > 4, let x3 E VG{x, x1, x2}. Then since G is a 
block, there is a cycle C containing the edge x,x2 and x8 . If x is on C, 
we are done; if not, delete xlxZ from C and add the edges x1x and x2x 
which could not have been on C if x was not. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G be a critical block, I VG 1 >, 6; then G cannot 
be simple. 
Proof. A critical block contains a point x of degree two (see Chartrand 
[I, pp, 30-321). Let N, = {y, z} be the set of neighbors of x. Suppose 
first that yz E EG. This contradicts the fact that G - x is not a block. To 
see this, note that if z, , z, E VG - {x, y, z}, then z1 and z, lie on a cycle in 
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G - x. It is also clear that this is true for z2 = y or z, = z. Finally, y and 
z lie on a cycle in G - x for, by Lemma 2.1, x lies on a cycle of length of 
at least four in G. Since y and z must also lie on this cycle, it is clear that 
by using the edge yz we have y and z on a cycle in G - x. Hence every 
pair of points in G - x lie on a cycle, contradicting the fact that G is 
critical. 
Now suppose that yz $ EG. This means that x is a point of degree two 
that does not lie on a triangle. Hence G = S,,(H) for some H. But by 
Theorem 1.7, since H is a block if G is a block, it follows that H = K,, , 
n > 5. But this contradicts the fact that G is a critical block. 
Hence in either case we get a contradiction so that G cannot be simple, 
yielding the result. 
Note we must have 1 VG 1 3 6 for C, is a critical block which is also 
simple. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf G is a minimal block with 1 VG I > 6, then G is 
not simple. 
Proof. Again by Lemma 2.1, if G is a block, then G contains a cycle 
C of length at least four. Since G is simple, G is not a cycle and hence 
G # C. By Theorem 2 of [3], C contains a point x of degree two which, 
by Corollary lb of [3], cannot lie on a triangle. If x is adjacent to y and z 
in VG, consider the graph H with VH = VG - {x}, EH = (EG u { yz> - 
{uz, zx}. Then H is a block and S,,H = G. If G is simple, then again by 
Theorem 1.7, G cannot be a minimal block since H = K, , p 2 5. 
Roughly speaking, the above two theorems generalize the fact that C, , 
n > 6, is not simple. Or, in some sense, simple blocks cannot be too 
“thin”. The next proposition says, essentially, that a simple block must 
be “thick” enough to contain a triangle. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G be a connected graph, 1 VG 1 > 6. Zf S is the 
degree sequence of G, then S contains a graph with a triangle, provided G 
has a cycle. 
Proof. Let C be a cycle of shortest length of G so that C has no 
diagonals-each point of the cycle is adjacent to exactly two other points 
of the cycle. 
Case 1. Suppose I VC 1 > 6. Let C = x1x2x3 *** x,+qP1x,-where 
3 # n - 2 since n >, 6. Then the transfer of x,-~x,-~ and x2x3 for x,-~x~ 
and x,-~x~ is defined and yields a graph with a triangle. 
Case 2. 1 VC 1 = 5. Let C = x,x,x,x,x, . Since I VG I >, 6, we must 
have x1 , say, adjacent to an x E VG which is not on C. Note that x is not 
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adjacent to xq for then G would have a cycle of length four, contradicting 
the definition of C. Thus the transfer of xQxl and x1x for xQxl and x4x is 
defined and yields a triangle. 
Case 3. j VC j = 4. Let C = x,x,x,x,. Then as above suppose that x 
is not on C and adjacent to x1 . Now x cannot be adjacent to x4 for that 
would again contradict the definition of C as shortest cycle. Thus the 
transfer of x,x, and x1x for x3x1 and x4x is defined and creates a triangle. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let G be a connected simple graph, / VG 1 3 6. Then 
G is either a giap graph or G has a triangle, i.e., the girth of G is three. 
Proof. Let G be connected and simple. If G has no cycles, then by 
Theorem 1.6 it must be a giap graph. If G has a cycle, then the conditions 
of Proposition 2.4 are fulfilled so that G has a triangle. 
3. 
We now consider the diameter of simple graphs; recall the diameter of G, 
d(G) is max{d(x, u) 1 x, y E VG}, with G connected. 
THEOREM 3.1. Zf G is simple and connected, then d(G) < 3. 
Proof. Assume d(G) > 4, G simple. We can suppose that there are 
x, y E VG with d(x, v) = k > 4 and z1 ,..., zkA1 E VG so that xzl ..* .z~-~z* 
(zk = u) is the shortest xy path. In particular, this means that zrz, and xz, 
are not in EG. 
Case 1. Either xz, or z3z4 lie on a triangle. If z* is adjacent to both x 
and zl, then z* # z2 ,..., zkpl and z*zi 6 EG for i = 3, 4 ,..., k - 1 for 
otherwise d(x, JJ) = k would be contradicted. Consider the transfer t 
of xzl and z,z, for xz, and z,z, . Now if in tG xz, and z,z, lie on triangles, 
then this, in G, would contradict d(x, y) = k. Hence the “new” edges do 
not introduce new triangles and the removal of xz, removes one triangle 
so that G # tG. In exactly the same way, if z,z, lie on a triangle, then the 
same transfer reduces the number of triangles. Thus, we get a contra- 
diction either way. 
Case 2. Neither xz, nor z,z, lie on a triangle. The transfer t of xz, and 
zzzzp for z,zS and xz, yields a graph tG with at least one more triangle 
than G and again G # tG. This gives the result. 
Remark. There are simple graphs of diameters one, two, and three: 
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KD , 8, , [n, m]G, respectively, where n, m 2 2. At first sight, simple blocks 
appear to have diameter of at most two, but consider the following graph: 
i<iXi>Y .-. 
The above graph is simple by Theorem 1.3 since it is the complement of 
[3, 3]G, and the points x and y are clearly a distance three apart. 
We now consider the radius of simple graphs. Remember for a connected 
graph G, rad(G) = min{e(y) I y E VG} where for y E VG, e(y) = 
max(d(x, y) 1 x E VG}. The number e(y) is usually called the “eccentricity” 
of y. The next sequence of lemmas and propositions will be used to show 
that the radius of a connected graph is not greater than two. Again, note 
that rad(K,) = 1 and rad(0,) = 2 so that the result is the best possible. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S = (4 ,..., d,) be a graphical sequence. For any 
j, 2 < j < p, for which di > 0, there is a realization of S with a point of 
degree dj adjacent to a point of degree dI . 
Proof. Let H be a realization of S. Let x, y E I/H such that deg x = dI , 
deg y = di , where dj > 0, 1 < j < p. Suppose that y is not adjacent to 
any point of degree dI . Then y is adjacent to a point z, deg z < dI . Now 
xy $ EH implies that x is adjacent to some point, w, w # {z} u IV, , where 
N, denotes {y 1 yz E EH}. Then the transfer t of xw and yz for xy and zw 
is defined and the graph tH has the required property. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be a simplegraph with degree sequence (d,,...,d,). 
If G has a single point of degree dI , then that point is adjacent to points of 
any given positive degree, di , dj # dI . 
Remark. A natural generalization of the above would be the following: 
If given a graphical sequence (4 ,..., d,) we have for any i, j E {l,..., p}, 
i # j, that there is a realization G of (4 ,..., d,) in which there are points 
of degree di adjacent to points of degree dj . But the latter is false since 
(4,4, 3,2,2, 1) has two realizations and in neither is there a point of 
degree one adjacent to a point of degree two. Even if we restrict attention 
to simple sequences, the above generalization fails since in the graph 
realizing (5, 5,4,4,4,2), no point of degree two is adjacent to a point of 
degree four. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a simple connected graph, having degree sequence 
(4 ,..., d,). Then there is a point x E VG such that 
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(1) degx = dl. 
(2) Each point of degree dl of VG is within a distance two of x. 
(3) The point x is adjacent to points of degree d, ,..., ddl+l . 
Proof. By Theorem 1.4 (Have1 and Hakimi), there is a point x satis- 
fying (1) and (3) above. If not all points of N, are of degree dl , then (2) 
also holds. Thus we may assume that each point of N, is of degree dl . 
Let y be another point of degree dl for which d(x, y) > 2, or better by 
Theorem 3.1, d(x, JJ) = 3. We proceed to show the following: (a) if there 
are two points of N, that are adjacent, it follows that there is a transfer 
moving y to within two of x and not moving any other points of degree 
dl further away from x, thus increasing the number of points of degree dl 
within two of x, and (b) no pair of N, being adjacent contradicts assumed 
simplicity of G. This shows that after a finite number of transfers every 
point of degree dl is within distance two of x. 
First we assume that no two points of N, are adjacent and show that G 
is not simple. There are four cases. 
Case (i). Assume that there are r, s E V(G) of degree less than dl 
which are adjacent. Then r is not adjacent to some x’ E N, so that the 
transfer of rs and xx’ for rx’ and sx decreases the number pairs of points 
of degree dl which are adjacent (remember x is adjacent to points of 
degree dl only), contradicting the fact that G is simple. 
Case (ii). There are at least two points of degree less than dl no pair 
of which are adjacent. If r and s are such points, they can be adjacent 
only to points of degree dl . First assume deg r > 1. It then follows that 
there exist u, v E VG with u # v, ru, sv E EG and dl = deg u = deg v. 
If uv $ E(G), the transfer of ru and sv for rs and uv changes the number of 
pairs of points of degree dl that are adjacent. If uv E E(G), then one of u 
and v, say v, does not belong to N, (we are assuming (N,) = dlKl , i.e., 
no pair in N, is adjacent). Further by a degree argument, there is an 
x’ E N, such that UX’ 4 E(G). Then the transfer of uv and x’x for UX’ and 
vx takes us back to the above case where uv 6 EG. 
Now assume deg r = deg s = 1. If u E VG is adjacent to both r and s, 
then there is an x’ E N, such that X’ZJ E EG. Then the transfer of xx’ and ur 
for xr and X’U decreases the number of vertices of degree dl that are 
adjacent to x. If r, s have distinct neighbors u, v, we proceed exactly as 
above when we assumed deg r > 1. 
Case (iii). Suppose there is only one point, r, of degree less than dl . 
First assume deg r > 1. Since r is the unique point of degree less than dl , 
then exhibiting a transfer that changes the number of neighbors of r that 
are adjacent suffices to show that G is not simple. So let r’, rn E N, with 
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say r’r” E EG. Then not both r’, r’ are in N, , say r’. Also (by a degree 
argument again), r” is not adjacent to some x’ E N, . The transfer, t, of 
r’r” and xx’ for xr’ and x’r” reduces the number of pairs of neighbors of r 
that are adjacent, if x’r 4: EG. If x’r E EG, then note that d(x, y) = 3 
implies x’y 4: EG. Also by a degree argument, there is a y’ E N, such that 
y’r $ EG. Consider the transfer t, of yy’ and rx’ for yx’ and y’r. If tG 
changes the number of adjacent pairs of points in N,. , we are done; 
otherwise, t(tG) does. Now assume that no pair in N, are adjacent. In this 
case it is clear that there must exist two points r’, r” in N,. which have 
nonadjacent neighbors, i.e., there are z’ E N,., and z” E N,” for which 
z’z” E EG. Here the transfer of r’z’ and r”z” for r’r” and z’z” suffices- 
makes a pair in N, adjacent. 
Now assume deg r = 1. Here again there are several subcases but in 
each we use the fact that r can be made by a transfer adjacent to y in 
such a way that d(x, y) = 4, contradicting dG = 3. 
Case (iv). G is a regular graph-all points have degree dl . This is 
impossible since by Theorem 1.5 the only regular connected simple graphs 
are K, and (mK.$, which have diameter one and two, respectively-we are 
assuming d(x, y) = 3. 
Thus the assumption that G is simple requires that N, contain an 
adjacent pair-say x’, x”. It is clear that x’ cannot be adjacent to each 
point of NV--say x’y’ $ EG, y’ E N, . Then the transfer of yy’ and x)x” for 
x’y’ and yx” increases the number of points of degree dl within two of x. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be simple and connected. Zf x E VG is not a point of 
highest degree, then it is within a distance of two of a highest degree-point. 
Proof. Let dl denote the highest degree of a vertex in VG. Let x E VG, 
deg x < dl . By Proposition 3.2 there are y, z E VG with deg y = d, , 
k = deg z = deg x and yz E EG. We want to show that d(x, y) < 2. 
So we may assume that x # z, xy, xz 4 EG, for otherwise the result holds. 
As in the last lemma, it is assumed that d(x, y) > 2, or d(x, y) = 3, from 
which a contradiction of the simplicity of G is derived. 
First, we show that each r E N, has degree k. Suppose otherwise; there 
is a w E N, such that deg w # k. Now d(x, y) = 3 implies yw 4 EG so 
that the transfer of zy and xw for zx and yw alters the adjacency relations 
of G, contradicting the fact that G is simple. 
Second, all points adjacent to y must be of degree k also. Suppose 
otherwise; there is a w E NV , deg w # k. In this case the transfer yw and 
xr, r E N, , for yr and xw is possible and again alters the relations of G, 
contradicting fact that G is simple. 
Third, the degree sequence of G must be (4 , k ,..., k), i.e., each point 
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different from y has degree k. To prove this, let w E VG, deg w # k, 
w # y. Then w is a distance at least two from each of x and y. Let w’ E N, 
lie on a shortest w - y path. By a degree argument there is some y’ E N, 
such that w’y’ $ EG. If deg w’ # dr , then the transfer ww’ and yy’ for wy 
and w’y’ changes adjacency relations. Assume deg w’ = d, . Then 
d(y, w) = 3 and wy’ 6 EG, and if deg w # dl , the transfer of ww’ and 
yy’ for wy’ and w’y changes adjacency relations. Finally, if deg w’ = 
deg w = 4, let w” E N,, n N, . Then w” is not adjacent to some y” E N, 
(again by a degree argument and fact that w’ 6 N,). Then the transfer of 
yy” and w”w’ for w’y and y”w” is possible and alters the adjacency relations 
since w” has degree k. Hence by being simple G must belong to the sequence 
(4 , k..., k). 
Now assume ytlt2x is a shortest x - y path in G. There are three cases. 
First, assume t, is adjacent to y’ E N,, , y’ # t, . Now t, is not adjacent 
to some x’ E N, . Then the transfer tzy’ and xx’ for y’x and t,x’ is defined 
and increases the number of points within two of the unique point y of 
degree dl . Second, if y’y” E EG for some y’, y” E NV , then y’ is not adjacent 
to some x’ E N, and the transfer of y’y” and xx’ for x’y’ and xy” has the 
same effect as above. Third, assume neither of the above hold. Let 
y’ E N, , y’ # t, . The transfer of xyz and yy’ for yt, and xy’ changes the 
number of pairs of neighbors of y that are adjacent. Hence in all three 
cases the simplicity of G is contradicted. Thus we are forced to conclude 
4x, Y) < 2. 
TKE~REM 3.6 [The Nathaniel Turner Theorem]. If G is a simple 
connected graph, then the radius of G is less than or equal to two. 
Proof. Let x E VG have the following properties as guaranteed by 
Lemma 3.4: (a) x is of maximal degree dl , (b) x is adjacent to points of 
degree d, ,..., ddl+, where G has degree sequence S = (4 ,..., d,), and 
(c) x is within two of every other point of degree dl . 
We shall assume that there is a point y E VG with d(x, y) = 3 and 
deg y = k < dl and prove that this contradicts the simplicity of G. 
By Lemma 3.5 there is a point x’EVG with deg x’ = dl and deg(x’,y) < 2. 
No matter whether x’ E N, or d(x, x’) = 2, it follows from property (b) 
that there is a point of degree dl adjacent to x. 
First, the point y cannot be adjacent to a point y’, deg y’ -=c dl . To see 
this, suppose that each point of N, has degree dl . It is clear that y’ is not 
adjacent to some x” E N, , and the transfer of yy’ and xx” for xy and y’x” 
changes adjacency relations. Now suppose that some points adjacent to x 
are not of degree dl so that by (b), again all points of degree dl are adjacent 
to x. Hence x’ E N, and there is a y’ such that xx’y’y is a shortest x - y 
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path. The transfer of xx’ and yy’ for xy’ and yx’ is thus possible and changes 
adjacency relations again. 
Now we have that each point in NV is of degree Q . This implies that 
(by (b) again) each point of N, is of degree dl . Let r E VG, d(x, r) = 2, 
and let xzr be a shortest x - r path. It follows that deg r = dl . If not, 
note that there is a z’ E N, such that z’z $ EG (since degree x is dl and z 
is adjacent to some point not in N,). Also, y’ E VG with yy’ E EG. The 
following pair of transfers can be made: (a) rz and xz’ for zz’ and rx and 
(b) yy’ and rx for ry and y’x. This results in a change of adjacency relations 
since by the above paragraph more points of degree less than dl are 
adjacent. 
We now have all points within two of x being of degree dl while those 
that are of a distance three from x are of degree less than dl and none of 
these are adjacent. 
Let zE VG, degz cd,, z # y. Let zz’x’x be a shortest z - x path. 
Let x” be a point of N, such that z’z” $ EG-such a point exists since 
deg z’ = deg x and z’ E N, . Make the following transfers: (a) zz’ and 
x”x for zx and z’x” and (b), y’ E N, , yy’ and zx for yz and y’x. The effect, 
again, of these transfers is to make points of degree less than dl adjacent. 
Thus it follows that y must be the only point of degree less than dl . 
Assume deg y > 1. Let y’, y” E N, with y’y” E EG. As above, y’ is not 
adjacent to some x’ E N, . Then the transfer of y’y” and xx’ for x’y’ and 
xy” changes the number of pairs of adjacent neighbors of the unique point 
of degree less than dl . Suppose no points of N, are adjacent. Then let x’, 
x” E N,y’, y” E N, , and if x’x” E EG, we transfer yy’, yy”, xx’, xx” for 
yx’, yx”, yx’, xy” which has same effect as last transfer. Assume now that 
no pair in either N, or N, are adjacent. Here let x’ E N, , y’ E N, , where 
x’y’ E EG (possible since d(x, y) = 3). There is y” E N, , y” # y’ and 
y”z E EG, z # x’. The latter follows since x’ is adjacent to pointy’, that y” 
is not and so deg x1 = deg y” = dl implies y” adjacent to a z which x’ 
is not. Then the transfer of zy” and y’x’ for y’y” and zx’ changes adjacency 
relations among the neighbors of y, the unique point of degree less than dl . 
Final Case. Assume deg y = 1, xx’y’y is the shortes x - y path. If any 
pair of N, is adjacent, we can make a transfer to get y within two of x 
keeping other distances fixed. Suppose now that no pair of N, is adjacent. 
Since there is only one point of degree one, it follows that the number of 
pairs of N,t that are adjacent is also an invariant. Suppose y”, y”’ E N,, and 
y”y” E EG. Then there is an x” E N, such that x” $ NY’. The transfer of xx” 
and yy’ for xy and x”y’ now puts the point of degree one next to a point 
with no adjacent neighbors, which again contradicts the simplicity of G. 
Now suppose no pair of N, or N,, are adjacent. It is then clear that 
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N, n N,, = N,, n N,p = M. Assume now that N, n N+ # {xl>, i.e., 
there is a y” E NV< with y”x E EG, y” # 1 x I. Since dl # 2, there is an 
x” E N,* , x” # x, x” # y’. Then the transfer of X’X” and y’y” for y”x’ and 
x”y’ takes us back to last case. Hence N, n NV, = {x’}-that is, each point 
of N,, is exactly two away from x. Thus let y” EN,, and y”x”x be a shortest 
y” - x path. Let x”’ EN, . The transfer of xx”’ and y’y” for xy” and x”‘y’ is 
thus defined and again takes us back to an above case. This exhausts all 
possibilities when deg y = 1, and thus in each case d(x, y) = 3 leads to a 
contradiction. This proves the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let G be a simple connectedgraph. Then ifp = 1 VG /, 
(a) G2 has a point of degree p - 1. 
(b) G3 = K, . 
Proof. Part (a) is immediate from 2.46 since G simple implies that 
there is a point within distance two of every other point. Part (b) follows 
from 2.41 since d(x, y) < 3 in G implies d(x, y) = 1 in GS. 
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